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Continuers Level

Resources
General Resources

Printed Materials

Language Texts for Students

UNHCR Khao I Dang Education Development Centre, Thailand.

Dictionaries


Newspapers and Magazines

Newspaper

*Smaradey Khmer* (Smaradey Khmer), NSW.

Magazine


Specific Resources

The following resources are listed according to the prescribed themes and topics in the syllabus.

The Individual

Personal Identity

Teacher References

Specific Resources

2
**Films and Videos**

*Rice People* (video) SBS.

**Relationships**

**Teacher References**


**Education and Aspirations**

Wulf, A. 1996, *Teacher References* Education and Aspirations

Rice People

The Killing Field.

A Girl who Spells Freedom

Films and Videos

*Rice People* (video) SBS.
Films and Videos
Cambodia 1965 (video) Funcinpec, Sydney.
A Girl who Spells Freedom (video).
Rice People (video) SBS.
The Tenth Dancer (video) SBS.

Leisure and Lifestyles

Teacher References

The Khmer-speaking Communities

History and Geography

Teacher References


Novels

- *The Last God King*
- *The Killing Field*

Films and Videos

- *History of Angkor Wat* (VCD).
- *The Killing Field* (film).
- *The Last God King* (video).
- *Serene Smile* (video).
- *The Tenth Dancer* (video).
Cultural Diversity

Teacher References


Tourism

Teacher References


Novels

Books

*Angkor*, Houghton Mifflin, Japan.

Films and Videos

*History of Angkor Wat* (VCD).

Rice People (video) SBS.

Radio

SBS Khmer Radio.

Films and Videos


*History of Angkor Wat* (VCD).

*Rice People* (video) SBS.
Mazzeo, D. & Antonini, C.S. (video) SBS.

Films and Videos
Cambodia 1965 (video) Funcinpec, Sydney.
History of Angkor Wat (VCD).
Rice People (video) SBS.
Serene Smile (video).

Arts and Entertainment

Teacher References

Novels

Films and Videos

The Last God King (video) SBS.
The Changing World

Changing Lifestyles

Teacher References

Rice People (video) SBS.
The Tenth Dancer (video) SBS.

CD-ROMs/VCDs/DVDs

Films and Videos

Novels

World of Work

Teacher References
Newsletters

Films and Videos

Rice People (video) SBS.
The Tenth Dancer (video) SBS.

Radio

SBS Khmer Radio.

Current Issues

Films and Videos

A Girl who Spells Freedom (video).

Radio

SBS Khmer Radio.